
This week will see a trading update from Ocado ( core pick) on 10th
Dec with all eyes focused on the performance of its JV's. Indications
from the likes of M&S that it is going very well but shares have had a
big run and will need supporting news. Elsewhere Slack and Oracle
will also be reporting.  
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and outlook

Financial News Round Up

07/12/2020 -  German industrial production
08/12/2020 - German ZEW  economic sentiment
10/12/2020 -  UK industrial production
10/12/2020 -  UK construction output 
10/12/2020 -  UK  goods trade balance
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: European shares slipped on Monday as rising tension between the United States
and China sapped some appetite for risky assets, while Britain-based exporters outperformed
as uncertainty over a Brexit trade deal battered the pound. Germany's trade-sensitive DAX
index and the pan-European STOXX 600 index fell 0.1%. Reuters exclusively reported that
United States was preparing to impose sanctions on at least a dozen Chinese officials over
their alleged role in Beijing's disqualification of elected opposition legislators in Hong Kong.
Banks led declines in Europe, down 1.7% as yields on euro zone bonds fell. IN the UK the FTSE
100 rose 0.2% with consumer and healthcare stocks leading gains. Stg remains under pressure
as the mood music remains negative on Brexit. This week will also see the markets focused on
a raft of economic indicators from both Germany and the UK..
Currencies: Expect volatility in the Fx markets as Brexit  and US china relations come to the
fore. In early trade cable ( Stg/$) dropped to a two week low on fears of a no deal Brexit. The
euro/$ broke through the top of its four-month trading range near $1.20 and raced up to
almost $1.2180 before some consolidation ahead of the weekend. It was unable to make new
session highs after the disappointing US jobs report, indicative perhaps of the stretched
momentum indicators. Overall the fears about US china tensions , Brexit, uncertain economic
indicators suggest increased volatility in FX markets this week. 
Safe-havens: Gold was up on Monday morning in Asia, with hopes that the latest U.S. fiscal
stimulus measures will be passed during the week countering downward pressure from
optimism around COVID-19 vaccines roll-outs. Golfd hit $1841. Seperately oil futures dipped as
further news of global lockdowns hit prices in the short term. 

The week ahead

Brexit Update
Following a weekend of talks and eventually a break for both sides to
consider where to go from here. Yesterday the Taoiseach made a
point of highlighting how a no deal would have such a damaging
effect on Ireland and stated that he felt the talks were only 50;50
positive outcome. Today we will see Borris Johnson and Ursla Von
der Leyen having a call to see how they can move things forward. At
the heart of the matter are the same issues. i.e. EU fishing rights in
UK waters , Equivalence and who will have the power to regulate
when things breakdown. At the same time, the UK parliament will
power on with the final vote of its internal market bill. This is a very
contentious issue. The UK have indicated that if a BREXIT deal can be
agreed the clauses that effect Northern Ireland will be dropped. A
major pressure for the UK in this case is that President elect Joe
Biden  has said that no new trade deal will be agreed with the UK if
they do anything to effect the good friday agreement. 
Based on the ratcheting up of jingoistic media comment in the UK
and the history of grandstanding by Borris Johnson it is very possible
that we could still be talking about negotiations right up to Christmas
week. This will result in swings in both Eur/stg and UK and affected
European share prices. There is more to go here. 

Aryzta 
Aryzta, the Swizz and Irish listed baked goods group has confirmed a
new approach from Elliott Advisors with a conditional offer for the
entire share capital of the company at 0.80 Swiss francs per share.
The company has said its board will. The offer of 0.80 Swiss francs
per share was at the same level as an initial non-binding proposal
from Elliott that was made to the board last month. Aryzta said at the
time that negotiations with Elliott had ended in October and it was
exploring asset disposals. The offer values Arytzta, which owns the
cuisine de France range here and supplies buns to McDonald's, at
€734m. So far one institutional shareholder, Lodbrok Capital who
owns 4% of the share capital and 29% of the company's Hybrid debt
has called on the company to reject the "opportunistic bid"  as it
"grossly undervalues" the company. Separately this morning, Aryzta
confirmed that it is disposing of its North American take and bake
pizza to Private Equity group Brynwood Partners. This is in line with
its stated policy of deleraging the business. The share price is up 6%
in early trade at 69p.  


